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Chapter 2421: Help Me Up 

"Crushed by intelligence? Do you think your enemies are fools?" 

Dugu zang Xian frowned and glared at Chen Xiaobei with his dark eyes. 

"My enemies are not fools, but I know them very well!" 

"Listen to me!" Chen Xiaobei said. Don't wait for senior black Sparrow here! My enemies will definitely 

seize the opportunity when I'm weak and launch a powerful pursuit! It's definitely beneficial to be on 

guard against them!" 

"Alright, I'll believe you this time! Tell me your plan! I will do my best to cooperate!" 

Immortal dugu zang had a very high status. He had always been the leader who gave out orders. This 

was the first time he had lowered his status to listen to Chen Xiaobei's instructions. 

"Do you have any high-rank earth-god instruments?" Chen Xiaobei asked. 

"No, I didn't!"  no!  dugu zang shook his head and said, " my strength is greater than any earth-god 

instrument!  It's a burden to carry an earth-god instrument with you!" 

Obviously, cultivators were stronger than earth-god instruments of the same level! 

That was because a cultivator could make hundreds or thousands of moves with his vital essence, but an 

earth-god instrument could only make ten moves with spiritual Qi! 

Dugu zang's strongest power had reached the level of a peak earth-god, and even if Chen Xiaobei was 

given a peak earth-god instrument, he would not be able to defeat her. 

For this reason, there was no need for dugu zang to bring an earth-god instrument with him. 

"This is troublesome ..." 

 I can't use my ethereal force right now. That means I can't communicate with the infinite space ring's 

spirit. I can't even take out my earth-god instrument ...  Chen Xiaobei said. 

"What do you want to do? Do you really have to use an earth-god instrument?" Immortal dugu zang 

asked. 

 I want to kill a three-star earth-god demonic beast. Then, I will have a way to heal my injuries!  

 I'll open the infinite space ring!  Chen Xiaobei said.  as long as my dantian recovers to the point where I 

can use ethereal force, I'll be able to open the infinite space ring. Then, I'll be able to take care of all the 

enemies!  

 he killed a three-star earth-god level demonic beast? " "Actually, it's not completely impossible!" 

Immortal dugu zang frowned slightly. 
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"Aren't you in a weakened state? What else can we do without an earth-god instrument?" Chen Xiaobei 

asked impatiently. 

 I once learned a powerful Western black magic!  "Once it's used successfully, it'll burst out the combat 

strength of a three-star earth-god!" Immortal dugu zang said. In addition, his black hair ability can break 

through defenses, making him invincible among his peers!" 

"This is great!"  let's go!  Chen Xiaobei said excitedly.  we'll go find the three-star earth-god demonic 

beast now!  

"Don't worry! I haven't finished my words!" 

"Western magic is indeed powerful, but it has a major flaw," said dugu zang Xian."It takes time to chant 

the magic incantation! I won't even have time to chant before I'm killed by the three-star earth-god 

demonic beast!" 

"How much time do you need?" Chen Xiaobei asked. 

"Thirty seconds!" 

"I'm very familiar with this spell. As long as I can buy 30 seconds, I'll be able to cast it!" Dugu zang Xian 

said. 

"Then there's no problem!" 

 let's go!  Chen Xiaobei said, " I'll buy you 30 seconds!  

"You? Are you kidding me?" Dugu zang was shocked. He did not believe Chen Xiaobei at all. 

Chen Xiaobei had no ethereal force left, and his body was almost completely destroyed. He could not 

even communicate with his spirit, so how could he fight for 30 seconds? 

If it was someone else, dugu zang Xian would have cursed Chen Xiaobei for being an idiot and left 

immediately! 

"I'm serious!" "You should have followed me!" Chen Xiaobei said. When have I, Chen Xiaobei, ever 

talked big?" 

"That's true!" 

Immortal dugu zang nodded and said,"you often say things that are very pretentious, but in the end, you 

always prove that you're not pretentious, but that you're awesome!" I believe you! We'll do as you say!" 

Dugu zang Xian took out a very high-grade aircraft and took Chen Xiaobei away from the small planet. 

…… 

The speed of the aircraft was about the same as a two-star earth-god level, but it was much slower than 

the somersault cloud and the flying sword. 

However, the environment in the universe was extremely harsh, and dugu zang Xian was in a weak 

state, so he had no choice but to use an aircraft to travel. 



Fortunately, they were in the depths of the no man's land in the North. Powerful demonic beasts could 

be seen everywhere. It was very easy to find a three-star earth-god demonic beast. 

Landing on another planet nearby! 

Dugu zang used his ethereal force to carry Chen Xiaobei forward, and they soon found their target! 

A few hundred meters away, a huge black Panther was sleeping on the ground. 

The Black Panther was surrounded by the corpses of all kinds of magical beasts. Some of them were 

already skeletons, while others were eaten by the Black Panther in half. The flesh and blood were 

exposed to the air and gradually rotted. 

From this formation, it was not hard to tell that this Black Panther was the Overlord of this area! Other 

magical beasts were killed by it as it pleased and became its food. 

 that's the black fiend bloodthirsty leopard!  

"This demonic beast is bloodthirsty and ruthless by nature," immortal dugu zang said in a low voice,"any 

living being that intrudes its territory will be attacked until they die! After it matures, even its parents 

and brothers are not allowed to step into its territory. Otherwise, it will fight to the death!" 

"What an animal! It's this one!" Chen Xiaobei focused his attention on his target. 

"It's easy for you to say. Have you thought about how to buy time?" 

"My magic attack range is only 300 meters," said dugu zang Xian."We'll definitely be discovered by the 

bloodthirsty Black Leopards if we keep moving forward!" If you can't buy time, it's not too late to leave 

now!" 

"Trust me! I'm confident!" Chen Xiaobei's breathing was weak but he was confident. 

"Good! Then I'll go crazy with you once!" Dugu zang calmed himself down. There was a complicated look 

in his black eyes, but in the end, he chose to trust Chen Xiaobei. 

Soon after. 

Dugu zang Xian continued to use his ethereal force to carry Chen Xiaobei as they slowly and carefully 

approached the black evil bloodthirsty leopard! 

"Roar!" 

Even though dugu zang Xian was extremely cautious, the sablefiend bloodthirsty leopards had a strong 

sense of territory and quickly discovered the intruders! 

With a furious roar, the black fiend bloodthirsty leopard stood up! 

It was 30 meters tall and over 100 meters long. When it moved, it was like a dark cloud, covering the 

entire forest in its shadow! 

"Chen Zhufeng! It's here! What's your plan?" Even someone as powerful as dugu zang Xian became 

nervous at this moment. 



If Chen Xiaobei did not have a way, dugu zang Xian would not be able to escape even if he wanted to! 

"Don't worry! I won't lie to you!" 

 alright!  Chen Xiaobei said, " help me up and let me stand here. You find a suitable position to chant 

your spell! 30 seconds is enough!" 
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Chapter 2422: Special Feeling 

"Don't joke around! If we don't handle it well, we'll both die!" 

Dugu zang Xian's delicate little face turned pale. Even she couldn't remain calm in the face of death. 

"There's no time to explain!" "If you don't start chanting now, we'll both be dead!" Chen Xiaobei said. 

 you ...  dugu zang Xian was anxious to death.  I thought you would have some good tricks up your 

sleeve. I didn't expect you to be so unreliable!  

Clearly, dugu zang Xian thought that Chen Xiaobei's ethereal force and physical body had been 

destroyed. He would not be able to last three seconds, let alone 30 seconds! 

 your method is really unreliable, but it's too late now. We can only try it as a last resort!  

Dugu zang Xian used his ethereal force to help Chen Xiaobei stand up. 

As for dugu zang himself, he retreated to the distance as fast as he could. 

"Chi ..." 

At the same time, the black fiend bloodthirsty leopard had already opened its four claws and charged at 

Chen Xiaobei like a Black bolt of lightning. 

The distance of a few hundred meters was nothing to the black fiend bloodthirsty leopard. 

In the blink of an eye, it was right in front of Chen Xiaobei. It opened its mouth wide and wanted to 

swallow this tiny invader whole. 

 it's over ...  from afar, dugu zang Xian's delicate brows furrowed, and her pretty face was filled with 

despair. 

In dugu zang Xian's eyes, Chen Xiaobei was dead meat! Even if she used her vital essence to protect 

herself, she would definitely not be able to block the black fiend bloodthirsty leopard's attack! 

"Wait a moment!" 

Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei shouted in beast language. 

"Eh? You actually know the language of beasts!" 

The black fiend bloodthirsty leopard was halfway there when it suddenly stopped and slowed down. 

"How ... How is this possible? He actually knows the language of beasts!" 
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Dugu zang Xian was stunned. He had thought that Chen Xiaobei was dead for sure, but he did not expect 

Chen Xiaobei to have such a life-saving trump card! 

"Whoosh ..." 

Dugu zang Xian did not hesitate and immediately started to chant a spell. From this moment on, every 

second that Chen Xiaobei had won was a precious time that could determine his life and death. He could 

not afford to waste it! 

 human, who gave you the guts to intrude into my territory? " The black evil bloodthirsty leopard looked 

down at Chen Xiaobei and asked coldly. 

 hmm ...  Chen Xiaobei purposely tried to stall for time."I'm just passing by, I didn't mean to break in! I'm 

leaving now! I hope you'll let me go!" 

"Hmph! Are you passing by?" 

 how dare you step into my territory!  the black fiend bloodthirsty leopard grinned hideously.  I won't let 

you off even if you're my parents or brothers, let alone you!  

"You're too cold-blooded!" Chen Xiaobei said, frowning. 

"Cold-blooded? Are you kidding me?" "I'm a demonic beast to begin with!" The black fiend bloodthirsty 

leopard said coldly. If I wasn't cold-blooded, I would have been eaten by other magical beasts!" 

 it's almost time ...  Chen Xiaobei's eyes narrowed. 

"Time? What time is it?" The black fiend bloodthirsty leopard asked in surprise. 

 I'm going to kill you now!  Chen Xiaobei grinned.  I'm going to kill you, you ungrateful animal!  

"What? You're sending me to my death?" The black fiend bloodthirsty leopard said disdainfully,"I'm 

afraid you've been scared silly!" How can you say such stupid words!" 

"Boom boom boom ..." 

Before he finished his words, a terrifying black vital essence suddenly burst out from the distance! 

It was obvious that dugu zang Xian had successfully chanted the spell! 

The black vital essence, carrying the power of a three-star earth-god, streaked across the distance of 300 

meters like a black meteorite and smashed toward the black fiend bloodthirsty leopard! 

"Damned human! You dare to scheme Against Me!" 

The black evil bloodthirsty leopard was shocked. It stomped on the ground and used the momentum of 

its charge to swallow Chen Xiaobei and then Dodge the attack of the black ethereal force! 

However, the black vital Essence's speed was much faster than the black fiend bloodthirsty leopard had 

expected! 



"F * ck! Even if he couldn't Dodge it! Even if I get injured, I'll make Sir swallow you!" The black-fiend 

bloodthirsty leopard was bloodthirsty by nature and had a strong killing intent. At the last moment, it 

did not choose to defend but decided to kill Chen Xiaobei first! 

"Swish!" 

A huge front claw slammed down on Chen Xiaobei's head like Mount Tai! 

Chen Xiaobei's ethereal force and physical body were all destroyed. He could not even communicate 

with his spiritual energy! 

There was no way Chen Xiaobei could Dodge a three-star earth-god level black Panther! 

 boom boom boom ... Boom boom boom ...  

Two bursts of explosive sounds were heard. 

On the other side, Chen Xiaobei was hit by the black fiend bloodthirsty leopard's front paw. The ground 

around him trembled and cracked! 

On the other side, the bloodthirsty black leopard was also hit by the black vital essence! 

It had thought that it would at most be injured! However, he had never expected that the black Zhen 

Yuan would easily break through his protective Zhen Yuan and pierce through his heart like a sword Qi! 

"Pfft ..." 

With a mouthful of blood spurting out, the black fiend bloodthirsty leopard's huge body collapsed with a 

loud bang. Its heart had been shattered, and it had died instantly! 

"Chen Zhufeng! Chen Zhufeng, are you alright?" 

Soon after, dugu zang Xian also rushed over. 

Her beautiful little face was pale. It was not difficult to see that casting the magic just now had 

consumed a lot of her vital Qi! 

Of course, her pale face was also because she was worried about Chen Xiaobei's life! 

Logically speaking, the black fiend bloodthirsty leopard's attack should have been enough to smash Chen 

Xiaobei into a pulp! 

Dugu zang was really panicking,'Chen Zhufeng! Are you dead?! I finally killed the black fiend bloodthirsty 

leopard! If you die, what's the point of all this! Chen Zhufeng! Why don't you say something!" 

"Uh ... Cough cough ..." 

At this moment, a coughing sound came from under the leopard's claws."Big sister ... I'm a patient ... 

Can you give me some time to rest?" 

"You didn't die! That's great! Chen Zhufeng! You really didn't die!" 

Dugu zang was overjoyed. He quickly ran over and dug Chen Xiaobei out of the rubble. 



"This is unbelievable!" 

Dugu zang could not believe his eyes.  "Last time, you managed to escape from the death trap of the 

spirit condensing immortal mansion. This time, you actually survived! Are you an unkillable cockroach?" 

"A cockroach?" 

Chen Xiaobei did not know whether to laugh or cry."Can't you think of something else to describe it? I 

was very handsome both times! You actually called me a cockroach ..." 

"Whatever! As long as you are not dead! You can say whatever you want!" Dugu zang pursed his red 

lips, and his big black eyes were filled with Chen Xiaobei's figure. 

 you seem to care a lot about me ...  Chen Xiaobei frowned. He had a feeling that dugu zang Xian was 

treating him very differently. 

"Who cares about you?" Immortal dugu zang's expression turned cold as he said in a bad mood,"I'm 

doing this to get you to help me! Otherwise, I'll have nothing better to do than save you!" 

"Alright! When I'm better, I'll do anything you want!"  thank you!  Chen Xiaobei said, " I will definitely 

repay you for saving my life!  

"We'll talk about the future in the future!" "What should we do now?" immortal dugu zang asked with a 

frown. 
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Chapter 2423: Enemy Descends 

"Next, help me dig a hole in the ground and put the Black Panther's blood and beast core in it! And then 

put me in at the end!" 

Chen Xiaobei said weakly. 

 a three-star earth-god is called the Golden core stage. The Black Panther's beast core has already 

formed the Golden core!  Immortal dugu zang said. 

"It's the same, so you can put its golden core in the pit!" Chen Xiaobei said. 

"What do you want to do? How will this help your injuries?  I don't understand at all ...  immortal dugu 

zang pursed his red lips. His words were filled with doubt, but his hands were not idle. 

"Cha! Creak! Creak ..." 

Immortal dugu zang drove his quintessential essence and dug a huge pit in the ground in a few moves. 

"Whoosh ..." 

After cutting the black fiend bloodthirsty leopard's throat, the boiling red Blood of the Beast gushed into 

the huge pit. 

Then, he cut open the black fiend bloodthirsty leopard's sea of Qi dantian and took out a golden pill the 

size of an egg. 
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"This is the Golden core?" This was Chen Xiaobei's first time seeing such a thing, and he was very 

curious. 

However, Chen Xiaobei still had a long way to go before he reached the Golden elixir realm. He did not 

need to think too much about it. The most important thing now was to treat his injuries! 

"Plop ..." 

Dugu zang put Chen Xiaobei into the blood pool. Because Chen Xiaobei could not exert any strength, he 

sank to the bottom of the pool. 

"Chen Zhufeng! How are you? Don't drown to death!" Worried, dugu zang Xian immediately released his 

ethereal force, trying to get Chen Xiaobei out. 

"Swish!" 

However, the moment dugu zang Xian's ethereal force touched the surface of the blood pool, it was 

repelled by a powerful force. It could not even touch Chen Xiaobei. 

"What ... What is going on?" Dugu zang stood by the blood pool in a daze, unable to understand the 

situation. 

But then again, since the blood pool had the power to fight back, it meant that Chen Xiaobei had already 

started to use the blood pool to do something special. 

Now that he did not have to worry about Chen Xiaobei drowning, dugu zang Xian heaved a sigh of relief 

and sat down on the grass to rest. 

The magic attack just now had consumed a lot of her vital energy. If she continued to hold on, she might 

be exhausted. 

Time slowly passed, and dugu zang Xian actually fell asleep. 

"Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh ..." 

Dugu zang only woke up when he heard the sound of flying swords breaking through the air. 

"Shit! Someone was coming! And it's a lot of people!" 

Immortal dugu zang suddenly raised his head and looked into the distant sky. 

They saw a silver-gray spatial gate open in the clouds! 

Tens of thousands of cultivators stepped on their flying swords and rushed out of the space gate one 

after another, gathering in the air! 

The formation of tens of thousands of people looked like a troop from beyond the heavens, covering the 

entire sky! 

"Chen Zhufeng was right!" 

 what?!  dugu zang Xian was shocked.  the enemy can really travel through space and land directly 

where Chen Zhufeng is!  



"This is big trouble!" 

Dugu zang hurriedly rushed to the side of the blood pool and shouted in a low voice,"Chen Zhufeng! Are 

you Dead or Alive! Just say something! Your enemy is here! With more than 10000 people on flying 

swords, they'll definitely find us in three minutes!" 

The blood pool was silent, and there was no response. 

"Chen Zhufeng! You scammer! You said you'd take care of everything! It was all a lie!" Immortal dugu 

zang furrowed his brows and looked a little angry. 

Chen Xiaobei had said before that he only needed to kill a three-star earth-god demonic beast and he 

would be able to settle everything! But now, he had no reaction at all! It was no wonder that immortal 

dugu zang was so angry with the enemy before him! 

Of course, despite his anger, dugu zang Xian did not abandon Chen Xiaobei! 

"Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh ..." 

Dugu zang released more ethereal force in an attempt to pull Chen Xiaobei out. 

"Woof! Buzzzzzz! Whoosh!" 

However, the mysterious force in the blood pool seemed to be even more powerful than before, and it 

repelled all of dugu zang's true essence without any suspense. 

"Chen Zhufeng! You big scammer! If you don't come out, we'll both die!" Immortal dugu zang's face was 

pale with anxiety, and his palms were covered in cold sweat. 

There was no doubt that the moment the enemy descended, they would immediately discover the Black 

Panther's corpse and the blood pool beside it. 

If Chen Xiaobei did not come out, he would definitely fall into the enemy's hands. 

Even so, dugu zang Xian still did not abandon Chen Xiaobei. Instead, he stood guard by the blood pool, 

ready to fight to the death with the enemy. 

That was why she said,'if you don't come out, we're both going to die', and not that Chen Xiaobei would 

die! 

"Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh ..." 

After a simple assembly, the tens of thousands of people in the air suddenly rushed to the ground like 

ten thousand arrows. 

"It's over ... It's really over this time ..." 

Dugu zang Xian's face was filled with despair. In her weakened state, she could only exert the combat 

strength of a peak primordial soul realm expert. She was afraid that she wouldn't be able to defeat even 

one enemy. Even if she risked her life, she wouldn't be able to change the situation. 

Seeing the enemy getting closer and closer, dugu zang Xian even slowly closed his eyes, quietly waiting 

for death to descend! 



"Chi ..." 

However, in the next moment, a strange thought suddenly asked dugu zang Xian subconsciously if he 

was willing to go to another space. 

Dugu zang had no reason to refuse. As soon as his subconsciousness accepted it, the surrounding space 

suddenly changed! 

"What ... What is this place?" 

When dugu zang opened his eyes again, he was surrounded by an elegant Chinese courtyard. 

In the courtyard, an old woman was lying on a recliner in the garden. Beside her was a purple fairy 

dancing around, and there was also a beautiful woman in spirit form. 

They chatted idly, feeling relaxed and at ease. 

"Whoosh!" 

In the next moment, a huge blood ball suddenly appeared in the space, which immediately alarmed the 

three people in the garden, and even startled dugu zang. 

"What's going on?" 

The purple fairy flapped her butterfly-like wings and immediately stood in front of the old woman to 

protect her. She immediately turned her gaze over. 

"Eh? Isn't that big sister dugu zang Xian?" The purple fairy was stunned for a moment, but it 

immediately flew over with joy. 

That's right! This little elf was the poison demon Zi Yuan! 

Previously, dugu zang Xian had guided Zi Yuan to find the poison immortal realm, which had made her 

and the waiter grow a lot! 

It was precisely because of this that Zi Yuan had a very good impression of dugu zang Xian! 

As for the old woman, she was none other than Liu xuanxin. As for the spiritual beauty, she was the Lin 

Dong witch! 

They all knew dugu zang Xian and gave him a friendly smile. 

"Sister dugu! How could you come in by yourself? What's that big blood ball beside it?" Zi Yuan asked 

curiously. 

"Chen Zhufeng is in this blood ball! He should be the one who brought me in!" Immortal dugu zang's 

brows furrowed slightly as he said in embarrassment, " "I don't know the exact situation ..." 

Everyone was shocked by his words. 
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Chapter 2424: Common Sense Error 

"Why is Xiaobei Gege in the blood ball? What's wrong with him?" 
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Zi Yuan and the Lin Dong witch were both very nervous. 

"Don't worry!" 

Liu xuanxin, on the other hand, was very calm. He's still able to return to the Meru space and use the 

laws of space to stabilize the blood ball, which means that he's fine!" 

"Then why hasn't he come out?" Immortal dugu zang asked with a frown. 

 I think he's in the middle of his cultivation, " Liu xuanxin said.  he must have encountered some 

obstacles!  

"If you're talking about trouble, there really is!"  Chen Zhufeng was poisoned by two different kinds of 

poison before he started his body tempering, " immortal dugu zang said.  his sea of Qi, dantian, and 

physical body were severely damaged!  

"Poison?" Liu xuanxin's expression changed.  "Zi Yuan! Quickly go and take a look!" 

"Oh!" Zi Yuan immediately flew to the side of the blood ball and sniffed it with his little nose.  "It's really 

poisonous! I'll help Xiaobei Gege get rid of the poison!" 

"Hiss ..." 

Zi Yuan first took a deep breath and directly sucked out two toxins from the blood ball! 

"Phew ..." 

After that, Zi Yuan gently spat out a mouthful of purple mist, which merged into the blood ball! 

"Alright! The level of these two poisons was not high! I've already completely resolved it!"  it's all up to 

you now!  Zi Yuan blinked his big eyes and said, " now, it's all up to you!  

"Whoosh!" 

As soon as he finished speaking, the blood ball disappeared from the poison immortal space. 

"BOOM!" 

The verdant Emperor's divine gourd had fallen to the ground where the blood ball had been. 

"What ... What's going on?" Dugu zang's expression froze as he was dumbfounded. 

 Xiaobei is in the gourd now!  Liu xuanxin said.  he'll be back in two or three days!  

"One or two days?" 

 what?!  dugu zang Xian was shocked.  even if the poison in Chen Zhufeng's body has been removed, the 

serious injuries in his dantian and body can't be recovered in one or two days!  

 this is Xiaobei's Secret. I can't explain it to him without his permission!  Liu xuanxin said. 

 this ...  immortal dugu zang furrowed his brows in puzzlement. The more she couldn't get an answer, 

the more curious she became, and her heart itched! 

However, dugu zang Xian had his own secrets as well, and Chen Xiaobei did not ask about them. 



Dugu zang, of course, would not dig into Chen Xiaobei's privacy. He suppressed his curiosity and did not 

dwell on the matter. 

…… 

In the blink of an eye, 60 hours had passed! 

In less than three days, just as Liu xuanxin had predicted, Chen Xiaobei emerged from the verdant 

Emperor's divine gourd! 

"Chen Zhufeng! You really came out!" 

Dugu zang immediately shifted his gaze over, and his black and bright eyes were filled with infinite 

shock."You can already walk freely, and your essence, Qi, and spirit are also very vigorous. Could it be 

that your injuries have all healed?" 

"Yes, I am!" 

Chen Xiaobei smiled and nodded.   my sea of Qi, dantian, and physical body have all recovered. 

Furthermore, the strength of my physical body has already reached the three-star earth-god level!  

 how ... How is this possible?!  Dugu zang was greatly alarmed and couldn't believe his ears. 

Liu xuanxin, Zi Yuan, and the winter Witch, on the other hand, were very calm. They were used to Chen 

Xiaobei's cultivation. 

That's right! 

The reason why Chen Xiaobei was able to heal his injuries and increase his health was all because of the 

sky-killing tyrant body technique! 

Inside the verdant Emperor's divine gourd, Chen Xiaobei used the sunlight cache's special ability and the 

black-fiend bloodthirsty leopard's blood to practice the sky-killing tyrant body technique! 

Two and a half days had passed in the outside world, but Chen Xiaobei had actually been cultivating for 

almost ten years! 

[ding Yingying's cultivation base: middle-stage primordial soul realm. Lifespan: Year 22685, physique: 

3000000, combat power: 13.6 million, primordial spirit attack-sacred level! 

His injuries were healed, and he returned to his best state! With the strengthening of his body, he had 

stepped into the three-star earth-god Realm! 

Of course, as time went by, Chen Xiaobei's lifespan was reduced by another ten years! 

Dugu zang Xian didn't understand the profoundness behind this, and was naturally extremely shocked! 

She had thought that Chen Xiaobei had really done all of this in two and a half days! Little did he know 

that Chen Xiaobei had actually put in ten years of hard work! 

"Alright! I've completely recovered! It's time to deal with my enemy!" Chen Xiaobei's eyes were filled 

with killing intent. 



"How do you know the enemy is still here?" Immortal dugu zang asked. 

"I know Shen Gongbao too well!" 

 I'm not sure!  Chen Xiaobei narrowed his eyes and said, " he thinks I'm in a weak state and will take my 

life when I'm sick! He won't leave with his men until he turns this planet upside down!" 

"Can you handle it alone?" Immortal dugu zang was somewhat worried. 

"Of course, no problem!" 

 Oh? " Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and said, " I've recently acquired a new trump card, and my 

physical strength has already reached 30 million! Shen gongpao would never have expected this!  This 

time, I can even kill him directly!" 

"Thirty million?" Immortal dugu zang's expression froze for a moment before he said,"Haven't you 

already reached the physical strength of a three-star earth-god? Why is it only 30 million?" 

"Ah?" Chen Xiaobei was surprised.   isn't the physical strength of a three-star earth-god just 30 million? " 

"Of course not!" 

"The physical strength of a three-star earth-god far exceeds thirty million!" Immortal dugu zang said. 

"How is this possible?" Chen Xiaobei's brows furrowed. The netherspirit battlescouter's display could 

not be wrong. 

"This is common sense! Even the little kids in the earth-god Realm knew about it! You don't know?" 

Immortal dugu zang said with a frown. 

 this ...  Chen Xiaobei was dumbfounded. 

The netherspirit battlescouter had indeed shown that his physical body was worth 30 million, but dugu 

zang Xian had no reason to lie about such a small matter. 

Could it be that there was a problem with the netherspirit battlescouter? Or was it because the level 

was too low, and the correct value could not be displayed? 

Chen Xiaobei then looked at dugu zang Xian with his netherspirit battlescouter. 

[ ding Yingying's cultivation level: nine-star earth-god, lifespan: [ 90033 years, health: 900000 (Xun 73 

million), combat power: 9000 (Xun 73 million) million! 

"There's no problem with the netherspirit battlescouter ..." 

Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows and thought to himself, " "Immortal dugu zang is currently in a 

weakened state. His physical body and combat strength have both regressed to the peak of the 

primordial soul realm, which is 17 million! The netherspirit battlescouter's data is correct!" 

"What are you mumbling to yourself about?" Immortal dugu zang asked. 

"Oh, it's nothing," 

"Your peak combat power is 90 million, right?" Chen asked. 



"90 million?" 

"Are you kidding me?" dugu zang was taken aback. I'm a peak earth immortal! A mere 90 million combat 

power is not even enough to fill the gaps between my teeth!" 

 this ...  Chen Xiaobei was taken aback. Was there really something wrong with the netherspirit 

battlescouter? 

Shen Gongbao would not leave for a while anyway! 

Chen Xiaobei took out his phone and messaged Hades. He wanted to get to the bottom of this before he 

went out to fight! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2425: Ruthless Revenge 

Chen Xiaobei-brother Yama! There seemed to be something wrong with the netherspirit battlescouter. 

The combat strength and physique displayed were much lower than the actual combat strength and 

physique? 

King of Hell: No way ... How did the netherspirit battlescouter display this? 

For example, a three-star earth-god would be 30 million and a nine-star earth-god would be 90 million! 

[ King of Hell: are they all round numbers? ] 

Chen Xiaobei: " that's right! The basic data is all rounded numbers!  

Hell King: " it's not the netherspirit battlescouter's problem. It's just that it's too low level. I need to 

upgrade it!  The 30 million displayed now actually meant three-star, and 90 million meant nine-star, not 

the correct physical strength and battle power! 

Chen Xiaobei: " then, How do I upgrade my netherspirit battlescouter? " 

King of Hell: " I remember that you snatched Ksitigarbha's jiuyou frost Jade during the winter solstice 

festival. Many people in the land were very envious at that time!  

Chen Xiaobei: " that's right! I do have a netherworld frost Jade!  Was this the upgrade material? 

King of Hell: The netherworld frost Jade could upgrade the netherspirit battlescouter to a seven-star 

earth-god level and strengthen the protective puppet. At the same time, it would also give it a new 

special ability! 

Chen Xiaobei: " that's weird ... When I was free, I did some research on the netherspirit cold Jade. Its 

material is not compatible with the netherspirit battlescouter. So, I never thought of using it to upgrade 

the netherspirit battlescouter!  

King of Hell: " the materials are indeed incompatible. However, as long as special refining techniques are 

used, this problem can be perfectly solved!  
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Chen Xiaobei,"bro, can you teach me?" I need to level up! Otherwise, it would be very troublesome if 

the data of the netherspirit battlescouter was not accurate when they were about to go to the earth-

god Realm! 

King of Hell thought, this isn't difficult! I'll send you the method now! With your ability, you can do it 

very quickly! 

Chen Xiaobei-thank you, bro! 

Not long after, Hades sent Chen Xiaobei the exact operation method. 

In fact, during the refining process, some special techniques were used to ingeniously merge the 

netherspirit battlescouter and the netherworld frost Jade, which were originally incompatible with each 

other, and finally achieve the purpose of upgrading. 

"Shen Gongbao won't leave anyway, so I'll just let him wait for me a little longer!" 

Chen Xiaobei grinned and returned to the verdant Emperor's divine gourd. 

…… 

When he was within the sunlight cache's range, Chen Xiaobei took out the heaven and earth furnace 

and placed the netherspirit battlescouter and the netherworld frost Jade inside. 

After a long period of tempering his body, the resources within the heaven and earth smelt had been 

completely refined into heaven and earth spiritual aura. 

Coincidentally, the special technique that King Yama had mentioned required a portion of the spiritual 

aura of heaven and earth. 

It was not a difficult technique, and Chen Xiaobei quickly learned it and began to practice it. 

After eighty-one days, Chen Xiaobei finally stopped what he was doing and opened the heaven and 

earth furnace with a smile on his face. 

"I've succeeded!" 

Chen Xiaobei took out the newly upgraded netherspirit battlescouter and smiled. 

"Just as brother Yama said! The netherspirit battlescouter has been upgraded to a seven-star earth-god 

level!" 

Chen Xiaobei could not wait to put the netherspirit battlescouter back into his eyeball and check his 

cultivation. 

[ding Yingying's cultivation base: middle-stage primordial soul realm. Lifespan: 22685, physique: 

5000000, combat power: 13.6 million, primordial spirit attack-sacred level! 

"What the f * ck! What the fuck!" 

Chen Xiaobei was shocked,'a three-star earth-god's physical body is worth 50 million? This was too 

exaggerated! I thought it was 30 million!" 



After the netherspirit battlescouter was upgraded, the correct number was displayed. 

This meant that the one-star earth-god and above combat power and health that Chen Xiaobei had seen 

before were not accurate. 

Fortunately, he had successfully upgraded his netherspirit battlescouter. Otherwise, he would have 

made a fool of himself in the earth-god Realm! 

"After this upgrade, the master-protecting puppet will be able to withstand the attacks of a peak seven-

star earth-god! His defensive power has increased greatly!" 

Chen Xiaobei was so excited that he was in a good mood.  "In addition, a new special ability can be 

activated every 24 hours! We'll have fun in the battle later!" 

Chen Xiaobei left the verdant Emperor's divine gourd with an evil smile on his face. 

It was time to make the enemy pay the price! 

Chen Xiaobei stopped for a moment in the Meru space to check out dugu zang Xian's combat power. 

Unfortunately, the netherspirit battlescouter's level was still not high enough. The data it displayed 

remained the same. 

But it didn't matter. He had enough netherspirit battlescouter for now. He would find a chance to 

upgrade it in the future. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei left the Meru space alone. 

The enemy's sinister plan had almost taken Chen Xiaobei's life. Chen Xiaobei had to take revenge! 

He changed into the Nightstalker outfit and took off the human skin mask. 

Chen Xiaobei activated his secret pattern concealment ability and sneaked into the forest to begin his 

revenge! 

…… 

In the forest. 

Shen Gongbao and the two young men stood on a higher Hill, overlooking the whole mountain forest. 

"Exalted immortal Shen! Are you sure Chen Zhufeng is really here?" 

One of the young men frowned and said anxiously, "  we've been looking for him for almost three days 

now. We can't even find a trace of him!  

"Yup ..." 

The other young man nodded and said, " "The 10000 powerhouses of the five superpowers are starting 

to lose their cool. Many of them are complaining that exalted immortal Shen has provided false 

information ..." 

"Li Qi! Zhu Tianlin! What are you two thinking?" 



Shen Gongbao's eyes narrowed and he said seriously, " "It's normal for ordinary people to doubt me! 

Both of you are reincarnated from ancient Immortals. Are you suspecting me as well?" 

"No... We're not suspecting you!" "We're just worried that Chen Xiaobei might have already run away," 

Zhu Tianlin quickly said. 

"This is impossible!" 

"This time, I'm asking you to help me track Chen Xiaobei's location!" Shen Gongbao said. He also helped 

us Open the space gate! If Chen Xiaobei could escape, dipamkara would be able to predict it! And 

dissuaded my plan!" 

"You must know that even senior brother dipamkara has to take a great risk to open a space gate in the 

human world! He wouldn't have done this without absolute confidence!" 

 that's right!  Shen Gongbao said confidently.  senior dipamkara has already taken the risk to open the 

portal. This is enough to prove that he is certain that Chen Xiaobei will not escape from here!  

"Understood!" 

 yes!  Li Qi nodded and said, " I'll go down and keep an eye on the people from the five Forces. Tell them 

to be on their guard. We'll find Chen Xiaobei even if they have to dig three feet underground!  

"Shishu Shen, why don't you go back first?" Zhu Tianlin's eyes narrowed. After all, Chen Xiaobei is 

heavily injured. Once we find him, we can kill him easily. There's no need for you to stay here all the 

time!" 

"No!" 

"This time, I'm going to kill Chen Xiaobei with my own hands!" Shen Gongbao said. 

"Zzzzzzzzzzzz ..." 

At this time, a large flock of birds suddenly flew out from the distant forest. 

"What a huge commotion! They must have found Chen Xiaobei!" Shen Gongbao and Zhu Tianlin strode 

forward at the same time and rushed forward at an extreme speed. 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2426: Who Can't Escape? 

"It's Chen Zhufeng! It really was Chen Zhufeng! Quickly inform the five elders and exalted immortal 

Shen! Ask them to come over quickly!" 

In the forest, more than 30 Jiang family elites had Chen Xiaobei surrounded. 

Chen Xiaobei was sitting on a rock as if he was waiting for Shen gongpao. 

"Hmph! Chen Zhufeng was already a cripple, so why should he trouble exalted immortal Shen and the 

five elders? If we attack, it's enough to end him!" 

One of them was so impulsive that he did not even pay attention to Chen Xiaobei's essence, Qi, and 

spirit. He immediately summoned his flying sword and stabbed it at Chen Xiaobei's heart! 
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"Swish!" 

The flying sword broke through the air and true essence condensed! Suddenly, the power of a one-star 

earth-god erupted! 

The blazing flame was like a long Dragon, carrying a strong and terrifying power, ready to kill Chen 

Xiaobei in one blow! 

"Chen Zhufeng is still sitting there! He did not even condense his protective Zhen Yuan! From the looks 

of it, he really was a cripple! We can only wait for death!" 

"That's great! The famous Chen Zhufeng died in our hands! This is enough for me to brag about for the 

rest of my life!" 

"Fourth senior brother killed Chen Zhufeng with one strike, and he'll be famous! To become the hero of 

the five Forces!" 

All of a sudden, the 30-odd people present were all excited! When they saw that Chen Xiaobei was not 

moving or gathering his ethereal force, they all thought that Chen Xiaobei was already a cripple! 

A cripple, in the face of a one-star earth-god level flying sword, what other way out was there other than 

death? 

"Boom ..." 

The next moment, the flying sword was right in front of Chen Xiaobei, and the fiery dragon swallowed 

him whole! 

The surrounding grass, trees, earth, and stones were all burned by the fire and then torn into ashes by 

the strong wind driven by the flying sword, vanishing in the air! 

Seeing this, the thirty-odd people were all excited. They were so excited that they wanted to let the 

world know that they had killed the famous leader of bei Xuan faction, Chen Zhufeng! 

"Phew ..." 

However, when the flames and ashes dissipated, the scene that appeared instantly made these 30 

people dumbfounded. As if they had been hit by a petrification spell, they all froze on the spot and even 

suspected that it was an illusion! 

"You want to kill me? Isn't this dream a little too big?" 

Chen Xiaobei was still sitting in the same spot, not moving an inch. 

The terrifying Fire Dragon that could incinerate everything swept across Chen Xiaobei's body, but his 

black clothes were still intact! Not even a single hair on Chen Xiaobei's head was hurt. 

What was even more unbelievable was that Chen Xiaobei had only raised one hand and caught the one-

star earth-god grade flying sword with two fingers. 

 what's going on ... Why can't I take back my flying sword ... Why? " 



The owner of the flying sword used all his strength, but the flying sword was stuck between Chen 

Xiaobei's two fingers and did not move at all! 

"It's too scary! This was Chen Zhufeng's physical strength! He can crush a one-star earth-god instrument 

with just two fingers!" 

"He ... Wasn't he crippled? Why does he have such power?" 

"Yeah! Exalted immortal Shen said that Chen Zhufeng is completely useless. Even a dog can bite him to 

death!" 

Gasps of shock could be heard from the crowd. 

Everyone had believed in Shen Gongbao unconditionally, but the power that Chen Xiaobei had just 

displayed was enough to break Shen Gongbao's face! 

"Do you really want to take back your flying sword? Then I'll return it to you!" 

Chen Xiaobei's eyebrows twitched, and he quickly threw the flying sword back at the man as if he was 

throwing a dart. 

"Woof!" 

The owner of the flying sword had been trying his best to retrieve the sword. Now that Chen Xiaobei had 

let go of it, the flying sword flew back to him! 

However, Chen Xiaobei's power had been added to the flying sword's original power! 

And the owner of the flying sword could not control this power! 

"Swish!" 

Who dared to think about it! The flying sword flew back and was completely out of control. It actually 

slashed through its master's throat! 

"Gulp ..." 

The next moment, his head fell to the ground! 

The owner of the flying sword had actually died under his own sword. This was definitely a piece of 

unprecedented news! 

"Whoosh!" 

However, before the people around could be shocked, they all fell into extreme fear. 

Chen Xiaobei disappeared from where he was standing. He was so fast that the 30-odd people could not 

see where he was! 

"Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang ..." 

In the next moment, a series of explosions sounded like cannonballs being fired! 

The heads, chests, and stomachs of the thirty-odd people exploded one after another! 



Almost all of them were in the primordial soul realm, but under the crushing power, they were as fragile 

as tofu! 

As long as Chen Xiaobei's punch and kick landed on them, their bodies would explode and they would 

die! 

After a short ten seconds, there was no one left standing on the scene, only broken corpses! 

"Hiss ... Hiss ..." 

Without hesitation, Chen Xiaobei absorbed all their blood essence and souls into the chaos Blood Sword. 

The sword contained the green Lotus seed of chaos, which was the core of the human world! 

The heavenly Dao would not tolerate villains who harmed the human world! 

Chen Xiaobei had killed the wicked, enforcing justice on behalf of heaven and the human world! 

The green Lotus seed of chaos devoured the blood soul of an evil person, which was also an act in 

accordance with the heavenly Dao. In the unseen world, if one was blessed by the heavenly Dao, the 

speed of growth would also be accelerated! 

"Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi ..." 

After that, Chen Xiaobei released his ethereal force and took all the storage bracelets and flying swords 

from the 30-odd people into his hands. 

Obviously, to Chen Xiaobei, these things were all trash! 

However, with the heaven and earth smelt, Chen Xiaobei had a chance to turn waste into treasure! 

Upgrading the netherspirit battlescouter had consumed a lot of heaven and earth spiritual energy. In the 

future, he would need to use it in many other places! 

A skyscraper rises from the ground! 

In order to not lack the spiritual aura of heaven and earth, Chen Xiaobei had to accumulate resources bit 

by bit through his daily activities, and from there, accumulate the spiritual aura of heaven and earth! 

"Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh ..." 

The battle just now had caused a huge commotion, and the enemies had naturally noticed it! 

With the sound of flying swords breaking through the air, tens of thousands of powerhouses on flying 

swords quickly gathered in the sky! 

Shen Gongbao, Zhu Tianlin, and Li Qi were all in the crowd! 

The five high-level elders of the five superpowers would not be absent! 

All of a sudden, all the enemies gathered! 

It was like a huge dark cloud in the sky, completely shrouding Chen Xiaobei! 

"How ... How is this possible?" 



Zhu Tianlin was dumbfounded,'Chen Xiaobei was poisoned by my disheartened powder! It's impossible 

to use true essence to kill more than thirty people!" 

"This can't be an illusion, right?" 

 Chen Xiaobei was poisoned by my bone-corroding poison! His body should be completely destroyed! 

How could he still have the strength to stand?!  

 we've all underestimated Chen Xiaobei!  

Shen Gongbao frowned and said gloomily, " "A flawless ultimate killing plan still failed! Chen Xiaobei, 

you're really lucky!" 

"You could've killed me, but you can only blame yourself for being greedy and wanting to know the 

secret of my body!" 

 I don't know!  Chen Xiaobei chuckled.  or else, get your dog to poison me. I won't be able to escape no 

matter how lucky I am!  

"It doesn't matter!" Shen Gongbao shrugged his shoulders and the depression on his face was swept 

away. He said indifferently,"You won't be able to escape today anyway! The previous killing trap was not 

in vain to force you to this point!" 

Chen Xiaobei did not feel anything when he heard that. He smiled and said, " "I think! You're the one 

who can't escape!" 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2427: Black Scroll 

"I can't run?" 

Shen Gongbao narrowed his eyes and laughed hideously, " "Chen Xiaobei! I'm afraid you're scared silly! 

Last time, I killed Qin Wuxin and took back the nine-toothed rake! You actually still dare to speak such 

arrogant words? He's really stupid!" 

As soon as he said that, the surrounding people also laughed. 

"This kid is really stupid! He actually dared to challenge Shen shangxian? You don't know how to spell 

the word "death"!" Zhu Tianlin and Li Qi looked at each other, their eyes full of disdain and mockery. 

Ding! Discovered ancient immortal Zhu Tianlin! 

"Ding! Zhu Tianlin's illustrated Handbook has been activated!" [ do you want to check the information 

related to Zhu Tianlin? ] 

[ ancient deity Li Qi discovered! ] 

"Ding! Li Qi's illustrated Handbook has been activated!" [ do you want to check the information related 

to Li Qi? ] 

"Eh? Those two young men are actually reincarnated earth Immortals?" 

Chen Xiaobei was taken aback, and he quickly clicked on it. 
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[ Li Qi: a Qi Practitioner from the famous mountain of Nine Dragons Island, the second disciple of Lu 

Yue! ] He had once defeated mu Xun, and his battle prowess could not be underestimated! 

[ cause of death: Li Qi invaded Xi Qi city, but was knocked down by Nezha's universe ring and killed by a 

fiery-tipped spear! ] 

[ Zhu Tianlin, -famous Qi Practitioner from Nine Dragons Island, the third disciple of Lu Yue! ] He had 

defeated Lei Zhenzi and became famous in one battle! 

[ cause of death: Zhu Tianlin attacked Xi Qi city and was killed by immortal Yu Ding with the immortal-

slaying sword! ] 

"No way! Both of them were Lu Yue's disciples! They're both my martial nephews!" 

Chen Xiaobei made up his mind."Be careful not to hurt the two of them when we fight later!" 

If Chen Xiaobei wanted to help the prime of Tongtian revive the tribe of severity, he had to protect the 

Earth level deities that the disciples of the tribe of severity reincarnated into! 

In the future, as long as they could settle their contract Masters, these disciples of the tribe of severity 

would be able to return to the sect leader Tongtian! 

By then, the Jie sect would be restored to its former glory! 

"Haha, that kid was scared silly! You're on the verge of death, yet you still dare to be in a daze!" Jiang 

Wenshan laughed out loud. 

Ximen Shuofeng and Nangong Taiping also sneered, " "Chen Xiaobei is just an ant in front of God Shen! 

He knows that he can't win, so he might as well just wait for death!" 

"Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi ..." 

Without saying anything, Shen Gongbao took out the nine-toothed rake and waved it in his hand. It was 

full of vigor and momentum! 

"Whoosh ..." 

At the same time, the massive amount of spiritual energy in the nine-toothed rake was instantly burned 

out, directly stimulating the vast and unparalleled pressure of a seven-star earth-god! 

As the nine-toothed rake danced, true essence surged out like a vast ocean. In the air, it condensed into 

a giant rake Dharma form that was a thousand meters tall! 

Seeing this scene, the surrounding people were all shocked. 

"What a terrifying true Qi fluctuation! So this is exalted immortal Shen's seven-star earth-god 

instrument! I can't help but shiver!" Chong Tianmu swallowed his saliva as his limbs turned cold and his 

back was covered in cold sweat! 

 Chen Xiaobei has already given up. Why is God Shen still using his trump card? isn't this killing a chicken 

with a sledgehammer? " It's such a waste!" 

 you guys have underestimated Chen Xiaobei!  



Shen Gongbao waved the nine-toothed rake and said seriously, " "If Chen Xiaobei dares to stand here, 

he must have his own reasons! This time, I'm going to kill him no matter what. I must use my strongest 

trump card and not give him any chance!" 

As he spoke, the nine-toothed rake Dharma power in the air became more and more condensed! The 

energy above the nine teeth was surging as if there were Dragons and pythons winding around it. It 

contained infinite power! 

"Chen Xiaobei! Let me see! What right do you have to be standing here?" 

Shen Gongbao roared and waved the nine-toothed rake with both hands. 

"BOOM!" 

The next moment, the thousand-meter-tall nine-toothed rake fell down like a pillar from the sky, 

crashing down on Chen Xiaobei! 

The attack range was so huge that Chen Xiaobei could not escape even if he used the penetrate the nine 

Heavens! 

The power of a seven-star earth-god was enough to blow everything under this level into pieces! 

"Chen Xiaobei is dead! There's absolutely no suspense!" Zhu Tianlin and Li Qi both laughed evilly. 

The crowd was excited, as if they could already see Chen Xiaobei's death. All that was left was to cheer 

and celebrate! 

"Clang! Clang! Clang! Clang!" 

But just when everyone thought that Chen Xiaobei was going to die, the four demonic swords appeared! 

There was still some spiritual Qi left, and the four demonic swords activated their power one after 

another, suddenly transforming into the huge Dharma images of the four demon kings! 

They were like four guardians, surrounding Chen Xiaobei! 

However, compared to the nine-toothed rake, these four Dharma laksanas appeared too small! 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei was not done yet! 

"Whoosh ..." 

After that, Chen Xiaobei threw out another 40000 high-grade spiritual stones and used his ethereal force 

to crush them. This was equivalent to four trillion low-grade spiritual stones, and a huge amount of 

spiritual Qi was injected into the four Demon King Dharma forms! 

The next moment, the four Dharma laksanas of the demon kings rushed toward the same Center! They 

actually combined into one, forming an even larger limitless Saint Demon King Dharma form! 

It had dark golden horns on its head! A pair of fiery wings on its back! 

His eyes flashed with lightning! He was standing on the fiendwater Dragon! 

Each of the four demonic arms had the power of a different attribute! 



Each of the four demonic claws was holding a demonic sword Dharma! 

This limitless Saint Demon King's Dharma idol was 800 meters tall! Majestic, majestic, and unparalleled! 

He was like a Supreme ancient demonic god, exuding a terrifying and domineering aura! He could 

explode with a power that could destroy the world with just a raise of his hand! 

However, it was still a head shorter than the nine-toothed rake! 

"Hahaha! Chen Xiaobei! You're really stupid!" 

Zhu Tianlin and Li Qi laughed and said,"your infinite sword formation is only a six-star earth-god 

instrument. Do you really think you can compete with a seven-star Nine-toothed rake?" Simply a Mantis 

trying to block a chariot, overestimating your own strength!" 

 ha, are you sure he is a six-star? " 

Chen Xiaobei did not even bat an eye. He raised his hand and threw out a black scroll! 

As soon as the picture appeared, it shot up into the sky! It was hovering right above the limitless Saint 

Demon King's projection! 

"Whoosh ..." 

Without hesitation, Chen Xiaobei threw out another 400000 high-grade spiritual stones! After all of 

them were crushed, a huge amount of spiritual Qi gushed into the black scroll! 

"What's that Black Map?" "Could it be a seven-star earth-god instrument?" Jiang Wenshan frowned. 

"I don't think so!" Nangong Taiping shook his head. A seven-star earth-god instrument only cost 100000 

superior-grade spiritual stones, but Chen Xiaobei had thrown out 400000! This doesn't make sense!" 

"Quickly look! The Black Map is changing!" Ximen shofeng shouted. 

"Heavens! How could it be like this! It's too scary!" Chongtian mu and beiming Shiyuan gasped in shock. 

The surrounding tens of thousands of people were even more shocked. Their pupils contracted and their 

bodies trembled as if the end of the world was right in front of them. Death and slaughter would engulf 

the entire world! 

"Whoosh ..." 

40 trillion low-grade spiritual Qi was burned out in an instant! 

Above the black diagram, the Black Tower reached the heavens! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2428: Luring The Tiger Out Of The Mountain 

"Boom boom boom ..." 

In the next moment, a huge black Tower suddenly stood up from the black scroll! 

It looked like the limitless nine-floor Pagoda and was three thousand meters tall! 
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It was as if the heavens had been pierced through, and the earth could not contain its vastness! 

 what ... What the hell is this?!  

Just a moment ago, everyone was still mocking Chen Xiaobei. But now, everyone, including Shen 

gongpao, was dumbfounded. They could not believe their eyes. 

"Whoosh ..." 

Immediately after, the Black Tower scattered an infinite amount of black light, like a huge black 

waterfall, flowing down three thousand feet, and landing on the head of the limitless Saint Demon King's 

projection! 

As if he had obtained the Supreme power of the heavenly demon, the limitless Saint Demon King's 

Dharma power suddenly rose, and became comparable to the nine-toothed rake Dharma power! 

"Boom boom boom ..." 

The limitless Saint Demon King Dharma power that had enlarged suddenly raised its four arms, and the 

four great demonic swords in its hands directly took the huge power of the nine-toothed rake! 

"This ... This is the strengthening mode of infinite sword formation!" 

Shen Gongbao exclaimed,"that black scroll must be the diagram of the Wuji sword formation!" 

Combined with the four demonic swords and 400000 upper spiritual stones, he can unleash the power 

of a seven-star earth-god!" 

Everyone was shocked by his words! 

"No wonder Chen Xiaobei had the guts to challenge Shen shangxian! So it's because he obtained this 

super trump card!" Zhu Tianlin and Li Qi swallowed hard, their hearts almost jumping out of their 

throats. 

"What should we do about this?" Jiang Wenshan was completely flustered. With the current situation, 

even God Shen can't do anything to Chen Xiaobei!" 

"BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! Boom ..." 

As he spoke, the nine-toothed rake and the limitless Saint Demon King started to fight in mid-air again. 

Just as everyone had analyzed, under the same strength, the nine-toothed rake was completely unable 

to break through the strengthened Wuji sword formation. The battle immediately entered a stalemate. 

"Everyone, don't panic!" 

At this moment, Shen Gongbao said, "  from what I know, Chen Xiaobei used up all his spiritual stones at 

the auction!  

"He spent 400000 upper spiritual stones to use the peak infinite sword array once! I'm willing to bet that 

with the amount of spirit stones he has right now, he won't be able to last more than ten exchanges!" 

"And I have already filled the nine-toothed rake with spiritual energy. It can activate the power of a 

seven-star earth-god ten times in a row! As long as this continues, Chen Xiaobei will lose!" 



Everyone heaved a sigh of relief when they heard this. 

Obviously, Shen gongpao had underestimated Chen Xiaobei's wealth. After the auction, Chen Xiaobei 

still had a lot of spiritual stones left. 

However, the next round of cultivation had depleted Chen Xiaobei's remaining spiritual stones to only 

1.8 million! 

In addition to the 500000 he earned from the trip to East Lu city, Chen Xiaobei's total wealth was only 

2.3 million upper spiritual stones! 

Although Shen gongpao had underestimated Chen Xiaobei's wealth, he was right that Chen Xiaobei did 

not have enough spiritual stones! 

Chen Xiaobei had just used up 440000 high-grade spiritual stones! The remaining spiritual stones were 

only enough for four more uses of the Supreme Sword formation, and Shen Gongbao could activate the 

power of the nine-toothed rake nine times! 

If this continued, Chen Xiaobei's death would be upon him after four exchanges! 

Because of this, Shen Gongbao was still full of confidence in this battle."Everyone, watch carefully! 

Defeating Chen Xiaobei was only a matter of time! Today, I will not let Chen Xiaobei escape no matter 

what!" 

"Then come and fight!" 

Chen Xiaobei took out another 440000 high-grade spiritual stones. 

40,000 activated the infinite sword formation, 400000 activated the formation map's special ability, and 

once again displayed the peak infinite sword formation. 

"Hmph! You brat, you won't shed tears until you see the coffin! I'm going to exhaust you to death! If he 

couldn't kill them today! I, Shen Gongbao, write my Shen character upside down!" 

Shen Gongbao was so angry that his battle intent was boiling! 

Shen Gongbao wielded the nine-toothed rake again, activating the power of a seven-star earth-god and 

suddenly bombarding the peak infinite sword formation! 

Shen Gongbao did not have much hope for this attack. After all, it could not break the peak infinite 

sword formation. It was just a battle of attrition. 

Because of this, Shen Gongbao's attention was not particularly focused. As soon as he made this attack, 

he had already begun to plan his next attack. 

At this moment, Shen gongpao only wanted to use up all of Chen Xiaobei's spiritual stones! He did not 

expect Chen Xiaobei to launch a counterattack at this moment! 

"Retreat!" 

Chen Xiaobei's newly formed peak infinite Saint Demon King Dharma power did not block the nine-

toothed rake Dharma power. Instead, it dodged to the side as fast as it could! 



"This ... This, this, this ..." 

Seeing this scene, everyone present was dumbfounded."Is Chen Xiaobei crazy? If he withdrew the 

demon God, he would have to face the nine-toothed rake by himself? This was crazy! He's completely 

crazy!" 

"Boom boom boom ..." 

Without any obstacles, the Dharma form of the nine-toothed rake, which carried the power of a seven-

star earth-god, suddenly smashed down! 

The terrifying power shook the entire planet! 

It was as if a huge earthquake had broken out. With Chen Xiaobei as the center, the ground cracked and 

countless ravines appeared. It felt as if the entire planet was going to be shattered! 

The huge earthquake spread, and within a radius of a few thousand meters, countless mountains 

collapsed, trees toppled, and birds and beasts fled. It really looked like the end of the world! 

"This ... This is it? Did Chen Xiaobei just die like that? This is suicide, right?" Zhu Tianlin and Li Qi were 

dumbfounded. Never in their dreams would they have thought that the outcome would be like this. 

The tens of thousands of people around them were dumbfounded. They could not believe that Chen 

Xiaobei would commit suicide! 

"Shit! We've been tricked! It's a plan to lure the Tiger out of the mountain!" 

However, at this moment, Shen Gongbao suddenly screamed. He was so terrified that his voice 

trembled! 

"Woof! Buzzzzzz! Buzzzzzz! Whoosh!" 

Before his voice died away, the Dharma power of the peak limitless Saint Demon King suddenly waved 

its four arms. With the power of a seven-star earth-god and the four great demon swords, they were like 

four heavenly pillars, slashing toward Shen Gongbao and all the people of the five Forces! 

"Mother! Didn't Chen Zhufeng die?" 

The people of the five Forces all screamed. They couldn't figure out how the dead could control the 

sword formation even after racking their brains. 

However, the speed of the peak limitless Saint Demon King Dharma power was even faster than the 

consciousness of these people! 

They didn't even understand what had happened before death completely enveloped them! 

 whoosh ... Whoosh ... Whoosh ...  

The four demonic swords suddenly slashed down. Not to mention the sword edges, even the 

accompanying wind could tear the Masters of the five Forces into pieces! 

No one could resist the power of a seven-star earth-god! 



"We're finished! It's too late ..." 

Shen Gongbao was flustered. He wanted to activate the power of the nine-toothed rake again, but he 

realized that his speed was no match for the four demonic swords! 

Death was right in front of him. Shen Gongbao's eyes suddenly turned blood red! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2429: Nine Nether Heavenly Cold Eyes 

Clearly, Chen Xiaobei had just upgraded his netherspirit battlescouter, which could block a seven-star 

earth-god attack! 

That was why Chen Xiaobei had dispelled the pinnacle infinite Saint Demon King Dharma power and 

used the master-protecting puppet to withstand the nine-toothed rake's attack! 

At this moment, the peak limitless Saint Demon King Dharma power launched another attack, and Shen 

Gongbao didn't even have the time to activate the power of the nine-toothed rake! 

This was also one of the reasons why earth-god instruments could not be compared to earth-god 

instruments of the same level! If Shen Gongbao was a seven-star earth-god, he would be able to block 

this attack with a wave of his hand! 

Unfortunately, Shen Gongbao was not a seven-star earth-god, and although he had a seven-star earth-

god instrument in his hand, he could not activate its power in time! 

Although death was right in front of him, Shen Gongbao did not give up! 

"Servant magic! Blood shadow!" 

Shen Gongbao's eyes turned blood red. With a roar, he turned into a blood-red light ball! 

"Swish!" 

In the next moment, a demonic sword Dharma suddenly slashed down. The blade of the sword swept 

past, but it did not touch the blood-red light ball at all! 

That's right! This blood-red ball of light was in its spirit form! 

Ordinary attacks couldn't hurt it, and the people around it couldn't even see it! 

"Whoosh!" 

In the next moment, the blood-red light ball retreated at full speed, trying to escape the range of the 

sword formation! 

"Whoosh!" 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei stepped on the somersault cloud and shot into the sky from the crack in 

the ground, chasing after the blood-red ball of light! 

"Shen Gongbao! I didn't expect you to have a blood breed special ability!" 
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Chen Xiaobei's netherspirit battlescouter was equivalent to the yin-yang eye, and he could see the 

blood-red ball of light! 

"Hehe, did you forget? I killed Qin Wuxin! There was a blood ancestor's star core in his body! The reason 

why I didn't find trouble with you before was because I was refining the star core and comprehending 

my special ability!" 

Sure enough, Shen Gongbao's voice came from the blood-red light ball. He said confidently, "  my 

current spirit body state is very special. It's different from evil spirits. Even if you have a pure yang 

spiritual item, you can't hurt me!  

"So, you're not planning to escape?" Chen Xiaobei's eyes narrowed. 

"Escape? You wish!" 

Shen Gongbao left the range of the peak infinite sword formation and stopped flying.  "I'm invincible in 

my current state! You can't hurt me, but I can still use the nine-toothed rake to attack you! I'm already 

in an undefeatable position, why should I run?" 

"An undefeatable position? I think you're dreaming!" 

Chen Xiaobei was standing on the somersault cloud when he was a few dozen meters away from Shen 

gongpao."Nine nether! The heavenly freezing eyes!" 

"What?" Shen Gongbao's voice was filled with shock and fear. An ominous premonition instantly 

enveloped his heart! 

"Chi ... Chi!" 

Chen Xiaobei's left pupil suddenly rippled like water, and circles of cold blue light appeared! 

The next moment, the cold blue light shot out from Chen Xiaobei's eyes like a sharp arrow, straight at 

Shen Gongbao! 

"Oh my God ... What kind of ability is that? What a fast speed!" Shen Gongbao shrieked in shock. 

He would never have thought that the speed of the blue light would reach the level of a seven-star 

earth-god! 

Shen Gongbao still didn't have enough time to use the nine-toothed rake to block it! 

"Whoosh!" 

In the blink of an eye, the blue light pierced through the blood-red light ball! 

"Ka! Ka ka ka ..." 

Who dared to think about it! The blood-colored light ball that was originally in the state of a spirit body 

seemed to have been frozen. It was directly frozen and fell to the ground! 

"Whoosh!" 



Chen Xiaobei rode on the somersault cloud and charged down. Looking at the frozen blood-red ball of 

light, he smiled and said, " "I'll tell you! This was the netherspirit battlescouter's new ability! The 

netherworld cold Jade that originated from Ksitigarbha! It can freeze all spiritual bodies below the level 

of an eight-star earth-god!" 

 nine ... Netherworld frost Jade!?  

Shen Gongbao's voice came again, trembling with endless fear, " "The netherworld frost Jade is the 

nemesis of this spirit body! The most dangerous evil ghosts in the 18th level of hell are all sealed with 

the netherworld cold Jade ..." 

"You should accept your fate now, right?" Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and said, "  as long as I don't 

dispel my ability, you will be sealed forever. Your soul will be slowly worn away by the extreme cold, and 

eventually, your soul will be destroyed!  

"No! Don't! I don't want to die ..." 

"Chen Xiaobei!" Shen gongpao cried. I beg you to let me go! I promise I will never be your enemy again! I 

swear ..." 

"Ha."  I don't believe you!  Chen Xiaobei laughed.  unless I have sh * t in my head, I will never believe 

your nonsense!  

"I beg you ... Chen Xiaobei! "I beg you ..." Shen Gongbao was extremely scared. 

After all, Shen Gongbao was a genuine immortal. Although he had been demoted to the mortal world, 

he could still gain the trust of the heavenly Lord Yuanshi. As long as he completed the task, he could 

return to the heaven realm sooner or later and become an immortal! 

However, if his soul was really destroyed, Shen Gongbao would completely disappear from the Three 

Realms and five elements. Even the heavenly Lord Yuanshi could not save him! 

Because of this, Shen Gongbao was completely terrified. He was afraid of death, and he was even more 

reluctant to die! 

Put down your status! Give up your dignity! 

Shen gongpao begged, hoping that Chen Xiaobei would spare his life! 

"Impossible!" 

Chen Xiaobei refused! 

Even if he used his toes to think, he knew that sparing Shen Gongbao was the same as letting a Tiger 

return to the mountain! Chen Xiaobei would not do such a stupid thing! 

"Chen Xiaobei! Let go of exalted immortal Shen! We'll fight you to the death!" 

However, at this moment, Li Qi and Zhu Tianlin rushed over and tried to save Shen Gongbao at all costs. 

It was obvious that they had both signed a soul contract and were 100% loyal to the master of the 

contract. 



And their master of the contract must have said that he would treat Shen Gongbao as his master! 

That was why they still charged at Chen Xiaobei even though they knew that they could not defeat him. 

"What?" 

Seeing this, Shen Gongbao suddenly came to a realization and said, " "Chen Xiaobei! You killed tens of 

thousands of people! Only Zhu Tianlin and Li Qi were fine! It seems that you still remember your old 

friendship with the Jie sect!" 

"What do you want?" Chen Xiaobei had a bad feeling about this. 

"Li Qi! Zhu Tianlin! You two, don't come over!" 

Shen Gongbao shouted,"put your weapon on your neck!" If Chen Xiaobei doesn't let me go, you will all 

kill yourselves!" 

"Yes, sir!" 

Zhu Tianlin and Li Qi listened to Shen Gongbao's every word. They really put their weapons on their 

necks, ready to commit suicide at any time! 

 Chen Xiaobei!  Shen Gongbao grinned hideously and said,"two of their lives in exchange for one of 

mine!" You won't lose out on this deal!" 

"I can catch you once! I can catch you a second time!" 

Chen Xiaobei wanted to save her, so he said, " "If I let you go, How do I know if you'll change your mind 

at the last minute?" 

"It's simple!" "I'll open the returning bracelet and leave!" Shen Gongbao said. If I change my mind, you 

can arrest me at any time! If I leave, I won't be able to give them any more orders!" 

"Good! It's decided!" Chen Xiaobei nodded and deactivated the nine nether heavenly cold eyes. 
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"Whoosh ..." 

With the removal of his supernatural ability, Shen Gongbao regained his freedom and immediately fled a 

hundred meters away. He revealed his original form, took out the returning bracelet, and fled the scene! 

Right! Shen Gongbao did not change his mind! 

This was not because he was being honest, but because he did not know that Chen Xiaobei's nine nether 

heavenly cold eyes could only be used once every 24 hours! 

Shen gongpao was worried that he would fall into Chen Xiaobei's hands again, so he did not dare to take 

the risk. Escaping was the safest way! 

After all, where there was life, there was hope! 
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This time, Shen gongpao had managed to escape with his life. Next time, he would be able to plot 

against Chen Xiaobei. It was much better than risking his life here! 

"Kill! Kill!" 

As soon as Shen Gongbao left, Zhu Tianlin and Li Qi jumped up and charged at Chen Xiaobei with their 

weapons in hand. 

Obviously, in order to protect himself, Shen Gongbao had chosen to abandon the chariot to save the 

general! 

In this way, Zhu Tianlin and Li Qi had already become two sacrificial pawns. Other than risking their lives, 

they had no other use! 

"You two, save your strength!" Chen Xiaobei sighed. Of course, he would not hurt these two martial 

nephews. 

"Clang! Clang!" 

In the next moment, Zhu Tianlin's sword and Li Qi's saber landed on Chen Xiaobei's body. 

However, he could not even hurt Chen Xiaobei. 

"Bang! Bang!" 

Chen Xiaobei's backhand was like a knife. His speed and strength were way faster than Li Qi and Zhu 

Tianlin's, and they were both knocked out. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei sent Li Qi and Zhu Tianlin into the Meru space. 

After the Sumeru fusion, Chen Xiaobei had split the new Sumeru space into two! 

The other half was the poison immortal space, where one could stay and recuperate. 

The other half was the spirit condensing space, which was just the right place to imprison these 

reincarnated earth Immortals! 

Back then, there were 10000 five-star earth-god level evil bone ghosts sealed in the spirit condensing 

space. At this moment, it was only used to imprison one-star earth-god level monsters. There would be 

no loopholes! 

Chen Xiaobei would lock them up for now and find an opportunity to get rid of their contract Masters so 

that they could regain their freedom and return to the tribe of Jie! 

As long as he could use this method to save all the ancient Celestials of the tribe of severity, Chen 

Xiaobei would be able to help the prime of Tongtian restore the tribe of severity to its former glory! 

"Hiss ... Hiss ... Hum! Buzzzzzz! Yi ..." 

After that, Chen Xiaobei strode across the battlefield and absorbed all the blood souls of the tens of 

thousands of dead people into the chaos Blood Sword! At the same time, he released his vital essence 

and put all the storage bracelets and weapons into his bag! 



Among them, the five storage bracelets of the senior elders of the five superpowers were definitely the 

most valuable! Chen Xiaobei wanted to check it out later! 

As for the items of the 10000 powerhouses, they were basically recycled goods. It was also wonderful to 

turn them into the spiritual aura of heaven and earth! 

After clearing the battlefield, Chen Xiaobei returned to the Meru realm! 

"Xiaobei Gege! You're finally back! You must have won, right?" Zi Yuan immediately flew over and 

started dancing around Chen like a little butterfly. 

 there's no injury at all. He definitely won!  The corners of Lin Dong witch's lips lifted, and her faint smile 

was extremely stunning! 

"It's good that you won! Have a good rest!" Liu xuanxin's body was still weak. She smiled and did not say 

anything else. 

"I can't rest now!"  I need to get back to the ninth level of the starry sea as soon as possible! I need to let 

the people in Tianji city know that I'm still alive!  

"Why is that?" Liu xuanxin asked. 

"Because I promised someone that I would join Tianji city!" If we don't finish this, it might bring us 

trouble!" 

The person Chen Xiaobei had agreed to was none other than Lord scorching Heat's master! 

As a report, Lord scorching heat promised not to attack Hua hanyue! 

If Chen Xiaobei did not fulfill his promise, Hua hanyue might not be able to handle it. 

Therefore, Chen Xiaobei wanted to return as soon as possible and join Tianji city. He could also fulfill his 

promise to blazing Heat's master! Secondly, he could go to the earth-god Realm earlier! 

The little fox is in the earth-god Realm! 

Ying Zheng, Lu Bu, and Diao Chan were all in the earth immortal world! 

Luo Yi, Emperor Jiang, and Taiyi were all in the earth-god Realm! 

And the most important person, Hua Tuo, should also be in the earth immortal world! 

Chen Xiaobei could not wait to find them! 

Joining Tianji city would allow Chen Xiaobei to go to the earth-god Realm, understand the earth-god 

Realm, and integrate into it! 

This was a very important stepping stone, and Chen Xiaobei did not want to give up this opportunity so 

easily! 

"Since you're in such a hurry, then come back to the secret planet with me!" 

"I'll ask the black Sparrow to send you to the ninth level of the starry sea in three days!" Immortal dugu 

zang said. 



"There's no need for that! You can go back first! I have a way to get there!" Chen Xiaobei said. 

"Are you sure?" Immortal dugu zang's delicate brows furrowed slightly, and her pretty little face was 

filled with suspicion. 

"I'm sure!" 

 yes!  Chen Xiaobei nodded.  you're in a critical period right now. Senior black Sparrow should be by your 

side at all times! Don't waste your time on me!" 

"Alright!" 

Immortal dugu zang nodded and said,"since you've put it that way, I won't worry about it!" Let me out, 

I'll return to the secret planet myself!" 

 that's right, you used up quite a bit of your vitality when you cast black magic!   I'll give you some 

spiritual medicine. Cook it and eat it. Rest for a day or two and you'll be fine!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

As he spoke, Chen Xiaobei took out a variety of spiritual herbs from his infinite space ring and gave them 

all to dugu zang Xian. 

"Oh." Immortal dugu zang's expression turned complicated as he received the spirit herb. 

"What's wrong? You're afraid I'll poison you?" Chen Xiaobei asked. 

 No...  immortal dugu zang shook his head and said, " "Let me out, I'm going back." 

Chen Xiaobei nodded and opened the yin Qi ghost gate! 

"Oh right! Didn't you say you wanted me to help you with something? You haven't told me what you 

want to do!" Chen Xiaobei asked again. 

"We'll talk about this later!" Dugu zang didn't even turn his head. He waved his hand and walked out of 

the yin Qi ghost gate. 

Chen Xiaobei had a strange feeling when the gate of hell disappeared, but he could not put his finger on 

what it was. 

"Why did you let her go on her own?" Liu xuanxin asked. 

"Because I can't trust her completely yet!" 

 she's not an ordinary person!  Chen Xiaobei said, " her identity is extraordinary, and her strength is 

terrifying! I can't let her know my secret yet!" 

If Chen Xiaobei wanted to, he could use the sunlight cache to help dugu zang Xian get through his 

weakened state! He could also use the returning bracelet to bring her back to bei Xuan faction! 

But Chen Xiaobei could not trust this woman completely! 

One had to know that she was the sole controller of nine nether platform! The demon clan 

acknowledged her as the Holy master of the dark seal! 

A woman like this was definitely not as simple as Chen Xiaobei had thought! 



Under the appearance of a young girl, there must be something terrifying about her! 

Perhaps, she was one appearance when she was weak, but she would be another appearance after she 

recovered! 

Once she regained her full strength, Chen Xiaobei would not be able to control her movements. If the 

situation changed, Chen Xiaobei would not even have time to cry! 

"At the moment, I can only treat her as half a friend!" "I hope we can really trust each other in the 

future!" Chen Xiaobei sighed. 

"You can't have the intention to harm her! We must be wary of her!"  you've made the right decision, " 

Liu xuanxin agreed.  let's keep some secrets to ourselves first. We'll get to know her better when we 

have the chance!  

Chen Xiaobei nodded and said, " I'm going back to the central main star of the nine Star seas now! 500 

million first! He entered Tianji city again! Then, we'll go straight to the earth-god Realm!" 


